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ABSTRACT

The purpose.of this practicum was o improve reading vocabulary

and comprehension In fourth grade students using comic books

thirty minutes per.d4y as a supplement to the regular basal reading

piogram. High, interest comic books were used by a cLass section

of.'eighteen students in the experimental group for a period of four

months. Another class section of twenty students was selected as

a control group. Success of the project/was measured by pretest

and posttest data. Instructional unite and lesson plans using comic

books,were developed to teacth'specifically identifiedoreading skills.

.
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INT.RODUCTION

. In order to ,explore an alternative to impfe-ve the rate bf sbudentst

achievement in. reading vocabulary and comprehension, the principal

initiated a'program using comic books. The school population is

predominantly black with most students reading below grade level.

Comic books were used thirty minutes each day to give easy,

high interest materials to students who needed supplemental instruction

in reading,"' This pnrocess was to increase the rate of achievement'

in vocabulary and comprehension to one month's aChievement for
1

each mont.Ms instruction. 'Teaching units and lesson plans were

developed to meet the specific needs of the student and supplement

his b?...a.1 instruction.

An experimental class section was matched with a similar control

class. Comparisons were made between the two groups with regard

to achievement in vocabulary and comprehension. The results were

not significant at the .05 level, but, showed signs that the treatment

was having a positive effect,

Based on input froM the teacher of the experimental' group and

the r-:ading resource teacher, comic books had a definite place in'
I

Li.
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teaching reading skills to stUdenta who were especially in need of

developing reading skills.. The comic books provided picture clues
g4)

to decoding, helpingpthe students to understand the stories. Many

students began to experience success in reading where fhilure had
f

been predominant.

i 0
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THE PROBLEM

In the Dallas Indep.indept School District (DISD), lack of student

achievement in reading and mathematics has becoMe a major Issue.

The General Superintdr;dent clad School Board have plaerd t:mphasis

on the improvement of student achievement in these two vital areas.

And insofar as individual school principals have the responsibility'

of 1:)ing the instrUctional leaders of their respective schools, .so has

each principal found concern and emphasis upon .improving student

achievement in.these two areas.

Albe-rt Sidhey Johnston Elementary School is located in the inner

city of Dallas, Texas. It has the following ethnic breakdown: 0.2 percent

Anglo, 5.9 percent Mexican-American, and 93.9 percent Negro, with

an enrollment of 1039 students. Most of the student come from single-

family dwellz.ngs with assessed.valuation of $5,0001 to $9,999, or

apartments which rent for $100 to $150 per month. Patron's average

income is $6,733 per year. Slightly more than half of the families

subscribe fo a daily newspapr; even fewer subscribe.to a national

magazine.

11



The D1SD tests its entike student population biannually through

a systemwick testing program and publishes the testinkl data In an

annual series of reports called the Performance Profiles. Vie

District's commitment to accountability,_ including reading perfor-

mance, ia indicated in the following quote:

The Perforniance Profiles are,orie indicator of the
District's commitment to a policy of accountability
to parents and the pubhc through a systematic
rt.:porting of the educatknal,processes and products
of the DISD. 2

DISD Research Report No.76-823contained testing data re'ading
libe"

performance of Albert Sidney Johnston Elementary School's students

for 1975-76. The data ere for grades two four, and six. Chart 1

presents,the, data for Johnston fourth-grade students. It is included

here sincelJohnston fourth-grad'e students were participating
_

subjects in this practicum.

A concomitant volame, called Measiirement Profiles, (Report

No,, 76-810) summarized the cc:arts shown in the P.erformance

Profiles and gave an excellent exglanation of how to interpfet

Chart 1:

The ten graups in the decile distribution are cc:instructed
so that 10% of the studeats from the large-city norm' group

1 2
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will fall, into each category. The column on the far left
gives the percentile Tang (%R) for each group. Thus,
reading across the table, the first column gives the
large-cit}i norm group deci1e distribution and each
succeeding column shovis the percent of District students,
by school, that are in that range.

The quartile distribution is constructed so that the
District distribution is divided into quarters by
quartiles. That is, at "Q3" and 25% scored above it.
"M" is the median, or 50th percentile, where_ half of the
District students were above and half were beloW. "Q"
is the first quartile, where 75% of the local students
scored above it and 25% below it. Entries in the chart
yield the, percent of the large-city norm group who
scored below the particular District school's quartile':

-"N" is the number of District students in each school
4 who were tested.. 3

-

Each bar in Chart 1 shows the range between the first (Q) and

the third' (0) quartiles, and the triangle indicates the median

score. These data revealed that, the median percentile rank reading

level for the Johnston.fourth-grade students was 17.19, a figure

based On the large-city school norm. Fifty percent of the students

were above 17.19 and 50 percent were below.

ror the pasI five years, Johnston teachers have taught reading:

'using a very fine' Houghton Mifflin basal program combined with a
,

supplemental program of reading from Southwest Regional

15
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I.aboratory (SWRL) under Title I of ESEA:' Stuaent progress still.

has not been at the rate specified by ESEA funding regulations and

desired by &Pe DISD General Superintendent and School Board;

that is, students have not registered oneamonth's achievement

per one month of inStruction.

Need to Improlve Reading

As principal of Albert Sidney Johnston Elementary School

the author r, ,',.),:nized the need for a constantly improving, reading

program. In conferences with fourth-grade teachers, it was

decided that a reading .program Using comic books might contribute

improving reading achievement. This decision-was strengthened

by:a-conclusion Robert T. Thorndike had expressed in an educational

journal:

The apparent interest ,

and appeal Of this material
comics for the ,child... suggests' that this

supplementary resource may have real value for
the educator 'who is interested in...working-with the
child as.he is and leading him op-,fron'i his present
'status to higher and better thi4s. 4

It was hoped that the decision for a new type of reading program

involving the use of comic books would enhance the reading

performance of Johnston students.

1 G



Basic iproblems

The basic problems considered in the practicum were as follows.:

A. To determine if an alternative supplemental reading program

using comic books would improve the rate of student

achievement in readirA, vocabulary and comprehension.

_33. To determine if the impfovement of an experimental group

was significant compared to that of a control'group as stated

by the follOWing hypotheses:

There will be a significant difference in the mean

comprehension achievement scores between,the

experiMental and control groups as Measured by the

pre- and posttest grade equivalent:scores on the
.__--

Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test at .05 level.

2. There will be a significant difference in the mean

vocabulary achievement scores between the

experimental and cOntrol groupS as measured by the'

pre- and posttest grade equivalen scores on the

Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test at .05 level.

:C. To evaluate the program for possible expansion to other grade

levels and schools.

1 7
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A SOLUTION

General Plan'

One randomly selected section of fourth-grade students was to

be chosen as tlie exper imental group and another similar fourth-

grade section was to be chOsen as the control group. The experimental

group was to receive supplemental instruction. using comic books,

thirty minutes per day in,addition to its regular basal and SWRI-

reading instruction. The contrOl group was to maintain its regular

basal and SWRL prOgram in reading ,,instruction.
cr

The practicum was to'be programmed according to lesson plans

developed by the principal,,readineresource teacher, and experimental

teacher. 'The lesson plans, vve're to be designed to improve specific

reading, skills through the use' of-comic iSooks. (See.,.Apperidix

The comic books to be used would cover a vast.number of interest of the
r

,students. There.were to be-books on adventure, history, entertainment,

and io on.

'The purpose of the use of comic books was t6 raise the reading
7,- ,

comprehenOon and vocabulary 4Crhievement of atleast 50 percent of
, .

the students in the e-xperImental group by one month for,each month of



instruction as determined by the grade equivalent score on the,pre-

and posttests of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test. A comparison

bf the experimental andControl groups was to be made to determine

if providing comics thirty minutes pe'r dayas a supplement to the regular

reading program was more effective than providing the regular reading

instruction alone:

Since all the work was to be done in the author's schoo , permission

of the DISD Development CounCil was not needed.

Selection of Participants - Students

On January,5, 1976, the experimental and control groups were

selected. Each group consised of fourth-grade students of the

regularly assigned class sections.
. .

Students were randomly ,assigned

to the sections at the beginning of the 1975rt76 school year. The

experimental group.was selected by a simple flip of a coin. .Eighteen

students were in the experimental group selected; twenty were in

the'control oup.

Selection of Participants - Teachers

Two-teachers volunteered to parti.cipate in the practicum: Both
1

teachers had ,a MasterS degree, and had taught in the inner-pity
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for five years. The experimental teacher had a total of eleven years'
.

e.kp e ri e nc e compared to six years for the teacher of the control

group. Both teachers:were married. They had nD specialized

training in reading, but had taught readingin the regular language

arts cla_s-se-S'at Johngo-fthe simple process of flipping a eoin,'

one was- chosen to teach t e,experimental group and the other to

teach the control group.

Role of_ Reading .Resource. Teacher

The reading resoilrce teacher at Johnston aided in planning

and iMplernenting the practicum. Her assistance was equally divided' .

.

among. all Johx..ston teachers, therefore, the experimental and control

teachers received the same amount of help.

Selectio^, of Testing

During the first week of January, both the experimental and

the control groups were given the Gates7MacGinitie.Reading Test

as a pretest of vocabulary and comprehension skills. During the

third week in May the posttest was given, using the 'same test.

Differences in achievement levels in vocabulary and r.comprehension

were noted. They will be discussed later in the report.

,

\
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Selection of Comics

There was no money available through the DISD budget to buy

any comic books. The author was able to use funds from the local

school activity account to make. the initial purchase of a set of books.

The vendOr offered the Second set as. a gift to the school. After the

practicum.progressed to the point that students became interested,

they began to.pruchase their own comic books to.bring to class,

Guided by the results of the pretest and through consultation

-with the reading resource teacher, the tea.6aer of the experimental

group chose the titles of the initial comic books to be purchased.

Titles of the books chosen 1,vere as follows:

A. The, Life of Benjamin Banneker (Black History

B. The Saga of Harriet Tubmari.-(Black History)

C. .Crispus Attucks (Black History)

D. Scooby Doo Where Are You (Cartoon Adventure

E. Wheelie and the Chdpper Bunch (Cartodin Adventure)

The comic_books on black history added another dimension

to the practicumwhich .had not been anticipated by the author. They

created an interest by the students in their black heritage. Students

began checki,ng the school library for bookS about other blacks in

history.



Selection of Teaching Method

In addition to regular basal reading for the experimental group,

thirty minute:3 of supplemental reading instruction uSing comic books

were to be conducted during each morning. During that time the

1control group was receiving its regular basal instruction. Half of

the thirty minutes supplemental instruction came from th,a. basal

program's allotted 'tirne and the other half from the social studies'

time. Samples of lesson plans developed for.the expeziWental

group may, be found in Appendix A.

IMPLEMENTING THE PRACTICUM

Planning

At the beginning of the practicum the reading resource teacher

and the experimental group teacher developed, a series ..Of lesson:

pi! lans co meet the individual needs of the 'studeas in vocaliularY. and

comprehension through the use of comic books. They used as a,

guide the maStery objectives developed inMhe DISD Baseline Curriculum..

Examples of mastery reading objectives may be found in Appendix,C..

During the first week the teacher allowed students to look at

the Comic books as a reward for.finishii(ig regularly assigned wOrk.

-22
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This was done to develop an interv.st in reading comics. The students

had no specific requirement in the use of the books, only to become

familiar with them. On Friday, of the first week, all students were

given the of)portunity to look at one or more comic books. Most of

the students just looked at the pictures and-Ma'd 'e. no effort to read

the dialogue. No rescriction was ever placed on the students'

choice of comic books ihroughout the duration of the,Practiitam.

Beginning with the second .week, students were requized to

accomplish specific assig-nrnents to learn specific skills (S6e

Appendix A). For example, students read to each other to.improve

oral language and decoding skills; they made word lists to learn

vocabulary and word sounds; and,:through the gUidance of the teacher,

learned other comprehension skills as outlined in Part III of Appendix B.

For' six weeks the students used coMic books furnished by the
`.

author. As student interest in reading inc'reased, students purchased

and brought their own comics to class. The lesson plans develo?ed

allowed for the teacher to use either books obtained by the school'or

thoSe purchased by the student.

2 3



Conferences between Principal a,nd Teachers
.

Prior to im.plementaan Of the practieum-, the second:and

fourth Mondays of each month, all fourth-grade teachers met with

the principai for forty minutes during their conference period.

Ac this tirrie t.eachers were urged to diScuss any specific problems which

were keeping them from being as effective as possible in teaching.

Behavior problems were not discussed. The main purpose was to

develop the local school instructional program,to meet the needs of the

students and fulfill the objectives of the DISD

The main topics discussed in theSe meetingth,were (a) how best

to individualize through grouping of students, (b)strategies ,to

implement' the DISD baseline mirricylum incluang deVelopment of

teacning units and lesSon plans, (3)how o.deal with students who have
.4

,

',-- ,
iv ' -

difficulty, n lear..--,' m Zach'fourth-grade teacher, includingkhe -
s

experirnental -and control tea.chers, approached the lesson planring,
,

in different ways, ,but all set specific teaching goals'and submitted them

to the principal for review. Each teacher and the principal had CO

agree that the goals were realistic, attainable, and meaSureable.

Some goals had to be revised to Meet the above criteria.

2
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These teachers-principals conferences continued on the sa...-ae

regular basis after the practicum whs implemented. In Janua:ry

the te,acher of the experimental group in conference with the

principal revised her goals to,include the use of comic' bookstas a

supplement to the reading prograrn.-- Sheagreed to make her goal

14

the same the one for this practicum, that fifty percent or more of

, her clat:s should gain one month of achievement in reading comprehension.

and vocabulary for each month of instruction.
,

The fourth Monday in April and the second Monday in May.were

rout,..nely set aside fora-ge revieof all teachers' goal:, and determi-
,

nation of attainment. Each teacher met privately with the principal
. .

to discuss the success or failnre in meeting the agreed upon gpals.'
:

The teacher-of the experimental group folloqied this procedure.

Role of the PrinciPal-

The principal was,involved in the following.affeas of the-practicum.;.'

A. In early September proosed the idea of Using comic books

to imporve reading achievement in students who were below

grade level.

B. Supervised the testing of the students and arranged for the



,collecticin, evaluation and dissemination of data

6. Provided the necessary materials to be Used (comic books

testing materials).

D. Counselled with the teathers in setting the echicational goals

for the school year.

E. 'Met'with the experimental teachee.ach week to prepare lesson

plans and review progress of the practicum.-

F. Visite_d_in the experimental and control classes once p

week to assure that lesson plans were being followed -.

thit experimental.group was receiving the prescribed

instruction using comic books.
:

G. At.the end of the pra.cticum, met with participating personnel

to discuss further extension of the use of comic bOoks in

the school.

LIMITATIONS AND SOLUTIONS :

Random SeleCtion

The teachers of the experimental and contr_ol grotips were

selecteCi by a fillip df a coin. The class sections were chosen in like

manner. Since the sections had been established in Aug&st, all .
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students in both the experimental and contrOl groups had already

been selected. To insure that the groups be stafisticallY similar,

analysis cif covariance was used in the evaluation as outlined in

McNeil; Kelly and McNeil. 5

, Contamination and Hawthorne Effect

The possibility of contaminatiOn was discussed by the author and'

participating teachers. .The students in the inner-city school have

become accustomed to being participants in special prpgrams and

are used.to being tested. Obser.-ation indicated that their participation

in another program, namely this practicum, made no difference to

thern. SiMilary, these same factors would apply to the Howthorne

Effect.

The Use of Two TeaChers

Having only two teachers participate in the practicum was

,conside:red as a possibly limiting factor. This effect was controlled

for by (a)lrandomly selecting the experimental and control groups;

(b) equal visitation of the two teaChers by the author and reading

resource teacher; (c) including both teachera in open discussion

during the weekly meetings with the author and resource teacher.

2 7
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Limited Number of Stude.nts

The author feared,-that th-e small number of students participating

in the practicum might be a limitation. The DISD Research and

Evaluation Departnient was consulted about this possibility. Their
. -

-respon.se was that, -with proper control and proper evaluation, the

small number of students would be adequate. Every effort was made

to assure proper control and evaluation.

EVALUATION

17

The objective of the practicum was for at least 50 percent of

the excierimental group to gain one month or more achievement in

vocabulary and comprehension for each month of instruction The

posttest grade equivalent was compared to the pretest grade equivalent

taken from the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test to determine if this

thad been done. The practicum was five months' duration, so five

months' gain would.have shown one month's gain for one month of

treatment.

Experimental Group - Vocabulary

able 1 reveals that of the 18 experimental students, 17 progressed
_

and only one-regressed, with none of the students remaining the same.

2 8
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Table 1

Pre- and Posttest on Rdading Vocabulary.
and Comprehension Measured by

Gates-MacGinit,ie Reading Test --
Experimental Group

Vocabulary Comprehension

Pre Post- Pre
.

Post

3.2 4.0 .8 4.2 4:9 .7

_
C.B. 2.5 3.2 .7 2.5

_

3.4 .9

G.C. 1.6 2.0 .4 , 1.7 1.9 .2

S.C. 3.8 5.1 1.3 3.g 4.6 .8

L.H. 2.5 3., .8 1.8 2.2 .

M.J. ,3.0 3.5 , 5 2.9 3.6 .7

J-1* 3.1 3.6 . 3.1 3.1

J.L. 3.8 4.4 .6 4.3 5.2 .9

',. 6.1 6.5 .4 5.4.. 5.6 .2

U.R. 2.7 1.5 -1.2 -1.5 1.6 .1

L.R. 3.7 4.0 .3, 3.4 3.9 .

V.S. 5.5 5.7 .2 5.0 52, .2

C.T. 3.7 4.2 .5 3.6 4.5 _9

S.W. 3.5 3,9 .4 3.3 3.7 .4

L.W. 3.9 . 4.7 .8 , 2.6 2.9 .3

R.W. 2.5' 3.3 .8 , 2.1 2.8 . 7

S.W. 3.0- 3.5 .5 2.3 2.5 '.3

;

D.W. 2.7 3.5 .8 3.0 3. 6 .6
1

2 9
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Eleven (61%) rnet the criterion established in the practicum of r.aining

five months or more. The mean gain for the group wasfive months,

wile'the highest gain was one year and three months.

The range of the differences between the pretest and posttest

from. minus one year and two months to a high of one year and three

months, having a sp:read of 2.5 years. The pretest ranged-from l. to

6.1, a spread of 4.5. The posttest scores showed a range from a

1ow of 1. 5 to a high of 6. 5, a spread of 5. 0 year.

Sixty-one percent of the students gained five or more months'

achievement compared to the extablished criterion of more than 50'

percent. -This part of the practicum was therefore, considered to.

be a success.

Experimental Group - Comprehension

Tab'le 1 further reveals that arriong the same; students (N=18)
,

,
16 Students progressed, one regressed, and on-e remained the- sarne

with regards to scores on the Gates-MacGinitie subtest on comprehension.

Nine/(50%) students gained five months or more during the course

of'the practicurn. The mean gain in cornprehension was 4.6 months,___

while the largest gain was nine months rn.adeThy three students.

3 0
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Table
20'

Pre- and Posttests on Reading Vocabu',.ary
and Comprehension Measured by

Gatei-MacGinitie, Reading Test
Control Group

Vocabular Com rehensiori

,...

Pre Post, D Pre Post

J.A. 2.6 3.0 .4 2.7 2.7

T.A. 4.8 5.5 .7 S 5.4 5.6 .2

S.B. 4.6 4.7 . 4.9 5.4 .5

S.B. 2.7 3. . 2.8 3.0 .2.

D.C. 2.9 3.4 3.1 2.9 -.2

L.D. 4.0 4.4 .4 ,3.0 3.9 .9

, E.F. 4.2 4.2 0 3.1 3.5 .4

G.G. 2.4 2.8 .4 2.6 32 .6

R.G.
,

3.1 3.7 .6 3.5 3.9 .4

R.H. 3.2 3.0 -.2 3.0 2.2

T.H. 3.2 3.1 -.1 3.7 2.7 -1.0

2.6 2.8 .2 3.1 3.6 .5

M.L.
,

4.1 4.4 .3 3.7 3.4 -.3.

E.M. 5.3 5:9, .6 5.7 6.5 .

R.P.
t 5.2 523 .1 55 5.8 .

R.R. 3.0 3.3 - .3 3.0 3.4 .4

..E.R. 2.6 3.2 .6 2.1 2.2 .1-

F.S. .6 1.3 . 1.4 1.5 .1.

N

H.T. 2.1

,

2.5 .4 2.1 - 2.7 .6

B.W. 3.5 3.4 -.1 4.1 4.3 .2
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The differences bet;Neen the pre- and postte.st score's ranged from
'I)

.a low of Minns three months to, a high of nine months; a spread of

one year and two months. The pretest scores ranged from a low of

1.5 to a high.of 5.4, a.spread of 3. 9 y)ars. The range of the posttest

scores was from a low of 1.6 to a igh of 5.6, a spread of ,4.0 years.

Fifty percent of the students met the criterion of five or more

months' achievement. This part of .the practicum was successful.

The author was very pleased with the results.

Control Group'- Vocabulary and Comprehension .

Table 2 reveals that the dontrol group did not Meet the criteridh
a (Z.fy

six (30%) gained five monthsT.or. more, achieverrient in both vjOcabulary
.

Y."

and comprehension:

Summary Statistics - Grade Equivalent Scores

The second part of the evaluation hypothesized thjat the .experimental

group gains . would be sidnificantly greater than thekontrol.group gains

at the .05 level. The gains were measured by the pre- and posttests

grade equivalents on the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test. The grade

equivalent scores are found in Table 3 and 4.
r

V.



Summary Statistics
Gates-MacGinitie Grade Equiiralent Scores

Comprehension

Experiinental gontrol
(N=18) (N=20)

Depepdent Variable Mean 36.222 36. 200

Covariate Mean 31. 667 34. 250
,

Deviation Dependent Variable 11. 929 Standard 13: 181 -

Adjusted Mean Difference . . 3.12, 0. 39

22

Since the Adjusted Mean Difference of Experimental Group was l'arger (3-.12)
than that of Elle Control Group (0. 39), ariy difference in the groups shown
by F statistically favors the 'experimental grOup.
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Table 4

Summary 'Statistics
Gates-MacGinitie Grade Equivalent Scores

Vocabulary.

Experimental Control
(N=18) (N=20)

Dependent Variable Mean
,

38. 833 36. 450

Covariate Mean .
33.,778 33. 350

,f-----

Standard-Deviation De'pendent Variable 11.779 11. 251
_..

. .

Adjusted Mean Difference 6. 08 4. 11

.

Since the Adjusted Mean Difference of Experimental Group waslarger (6. 0£
tlian that of the control group (4.11), any differ,ence in tile groups shown

F statistically favors the eperirnental group.

3 4
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Summary Results - Analysis of Covariance

The au.thor originally planned to use the t ratio to determine the

significance of the differences between the experimental and control

groui3s. However, it was decided to use the analysis of covariance

to assure'the equality of the groups.statistically.

The steps outlined in McNeil,. Keely, and McNeil6 were followed,

to find the F statistic. The F statislical tables were.consUlted to

find the level of significance.

Computer cards were punched to reflect the, datashown in Tables .1

and 2. When this was completed, the cards were taken the the DISD

Department of Research, Evlauation and Information Systems: A

Senior evaluator determined the type of data needed for the analysis

of covariance and programed the computer to obtain the inform(ation.

The printout gave the analysis of coNariance summary results for

the group, test and subtest, as well as the summary results found

in Tables 3 and 4. The analysis-of covariance results are shown-

in Tables 5 through 7.

3 5
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Table,

Analysis of Covariance Summary ,l'kesults
Gates IvlacGinitie Grade Equivalent on Comprehension

a
25

Sources of
Variation

Sum of.
Squares

Mean
Square

Degree of
Freedom , F

Within
Groups 633.774 18.108

. .

35,
..

Bet'ween
Groups

69,303 69.303-- 1 3.83 ,

The hypothesis tested was that the achievement of,the experimental
-!group would be significant at the .05 level in the mean reading cOmpre-
hension achievement of the two groups as measured by pre-i and posttest
grade equivalent scores on the ,Gates-MacGinitie Re.kding test.
Absolute value of F (3.83) ia leas than the Critical varae cif F(4.12) ;
therefore, the hypothesis that there wOuld be a significant difference
in groups -was rejected. Although not significant; the aifference faVored
the experimental gxoup. (Table 3)

36
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Table 6

Analysis of Covariance Summary Results
Gates-MacGinitie Grade Equivalent on Vocabulary

Sources of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

Degree of
Freedom

,-

Within
Groups i56.642 15.-04

-1
35

Between :

Groups 36. 696 36.696 2. 31

The hypothesis tested was that the achievemerit of theexperimental
group would.be significant at the '. 05 level in the mean reading
vocabulary achievement of the two groups as measured by pre- and.
posttest grade equivalent scores on the Gates-MacGinitie Realing
Test. Absolute. Value of F (2.31) is less than the critical value of
F (4.12); therefore, the h3rpOthesis that there would be a significant
differencie in group was rejected. Although not significant, the
difference favored the experimental group. (See Table 4)

37
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Table 7 .

SuMMary of Absolute F

Comprehension Vocabulary

3. 83
(favors experimental)

-

2. 31
- (favors experimental)

Note: Enter the F Tables at point . 05, Freedom of 1, N of 35,.
Critical 1-" is 4.12.

Summary Results - Absolute F

Table 7 reveals the absolute k to be 3.83 between groups in

comprehensiOn. The cirtical F for freedom of 1 and N of135 is 4.12

at the .05 level of significance making the difference between the

groups not significant. The adjusted means difference for the-experi-

mental group was 0.39, causing the absdlutet' value to statistically
't

favor the experimenta grOup, meaning the treatment was beginning

to have an effect on improving comprehension.

In vocabulary The absolute F was 2.31 wth thenoSat-ne critical I"-

being 4.12. The adjusted mean difference for the experimental group

:,

3 8
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was 6. 08 compared to the control group's 4.11 (Table 4) causing

the absolute F to statistically favor, the experimental group. The

treatMent was beginning.to have a positive effect on improving

vocabulary.

Since the use of comic books was beginning to show positive

results, even though not significant at the .05 level, in improving

vocabulary and comprehension, the author was very pleased. Definite

recommendations are found later in this report regarding possible

future eXtension of the practicum.

Experimental Teacher's Statemeht

Although the results of the practicum were not statistically

sig ificant, the teacher of the experimental group made the following

statement;

This pilot program has provided the children who participated
with a definite incentive to read. Many ofthese children,
eSpecially the boys, are getting their parents to purchase
comic books fOr their reading pleasure. Most of-these
horries do not contain any type of reading material. Many
problem children now spend free tirrie reading comic books,
that earlier Would have caused only behavio'r or discipline
problems.

The comic book is not associated with the failure these
children have had previously with reading. They derive

3 9
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both pleasure and entertainment whild gaining the necessary
reading, skills. Their Provide numerous picture clueta to
help in decoding. Role playing is easily developed from
these stories and the children quickly initiate these situations
on their own.

It is my feeling that these children have greatly benefited
from their experience with'cornic books. ft may not be
possible to measure the results on a test, but the fact
that some of these children are reading during their free
time is success after having had nothing but failure in
reading in the past.7

Reading_ Resource Tèachers Statement

The reading resource teacher made the following statement

regarding her evaluation of the use of comic books as a supplemental

reading program:

The rational for the Use of ccimic books in the classrOom is
that children are readily motivated to read comic bookS and'
that they might be available to children in their homes. It
therefore, seems probable that children instructed in the
use of comic books in school would continue reading them
at home and that the practice effect would increase reading
skill'and help to establish attitudes favorable to reading
for pleasure throughout life.

1, r

My,observation of this prp_gram in our' School confirms this
thesis. I observed children bringing comic, books 'to school
to discuss and trade with classmates. I had not observed
this previously,.in the fiar,e,years.,I,tanght here.

In organizing this program we bought sets* comics so that
gronps cOuld' be-instructed. SpOntaneous diSCussions resulted
and were helPful in encouraging the children to share the

, .

the cOmic books they read at home.

40
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Comic books for this pUrpose need to be selected carefully.
We bought conlic books which at face value were easy to
read, had a minimum of sex and violence, and had character-s
which our children were familiar with.

Attitudes of children and parents presented the only.difficulty
in implementing the program.. Children were reluctant,
at first, to attend the skills lessons needed for reading
comic books because they did not percieve the value of the
lessons as scfiool work. This attitude reflected negative
judgements of some parents.

I consider this a very worthwhile reading program. 8

Evaluation Conclusions

The. llowing were conclusions from the evaluation:

1. The goal that more than 50 percent of the experimental students

would gain five or more months' achievement in vocabulary

and comprehension for fiVe months of instruction was.successful.

2. The achLevement of the experimental group compared to the

control group was not significant at the .05 level.

3. The teacher of the experimental group expressed the opinion

that many students had developed an interest in reading, an

interest that had not-been observed prior to the practicum._

She further expressed the opinion that Many students also

had improved discipline, according to her own observations.

4-1



4. The reading resource teacher observed that students attitude

toward reading improved as their interest in -.:omic books

increased. She alSb noticed that the parents' negative.

_ attitude was a problem at,the beginning of the practicum.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The overall program was considered to be unsuccessful.

2. The following recommendations emerged from this practicum:

a. The project should be conducted as a year-long
bamlo

program with an increased number of students.,

since there were indications that a longer period

of time and larger groups might lead t.O. the success

-of a comic-book reading program.

b. Parents' attitude,should be taken into consideration;

a positive parent attitude would facilitate.the program.

c. The use of comic books can be a viable supplementary

progyam of reading.

31

FURTHER APPLICATION AND FOLLOW-.UP

During the 1976-77 school year, comic books will be used in

Albert Sidney JohnstoniElementary\School not only in the fourth grade ,

but expanded to the fifth grade also. They will continue to be, usea

4 2



as a sugplement to the basal reading program. The reading resource

teacher will establis:a the use of comic books in the remedial reading,

program of the school.

Comic books on black history will be used in the fifth grade

social studies classes. The author will continue to search for other

comics which will be helpful in other comics which adill be helPful

in other academic areas of the curriculum.

A copy of this report will be made available to the Director

of Reading for DISD, Dr: Alvin Granowsky. With reading improvement

as a primary goal of the DISD, the author believes that the use of

comic books offers teachers an innovative and successful approach

to teaching many students. The information provided by the teacher

of the experimental group and the reading resource teacher suggests

that many students developed a productive interest in reading for

pleasure and information.

The author will also suggest to Dr. Granowsky that several

DISD inner-city schools ,be used as pilots for a year to determine

the .feasibility of utilizing comic books for teaching reading to low

academic student's. With the units of instruction already developed

4 3
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in this practicum, plans could be easily made for the year's project.

since all the statistics lean toward the experimentai grouP, the

author feels that the use of comic books in reading programs.,

could convert some students' reading failure to success.
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Appendix A

-
Comic Book Reading Program Lesson Plans
'Week of August 23-27

Goal- Reading as a thinking process

Focus-.Comic books as textbooks (Wheelie and the Chop Oer Bunch

Plan- 'Broken into four parts,s-but,it may take as ma.ny as six to
complete. This 'depend's upon the readiness of each individual class.

Rationale for choosing Wheelie and the Chopper Bunch as the initial
Text: '

The characters are part of a cartobn with which the students are
already familiar an.d are more readily acceptable to students who have
had little or no.success with reading._ _Students .are more eager to read-comics because this is a medium where they have not previously met,
failure, as in a hardback text.

1. Look over,books for 5 to,lO minutes. ,Disciiss using comics as tests;
convey idea of reading as a respect for words no matter how presented./
Discuss title, note word endings'; ie, er, long e. sound and 22. sound.. '
LiSt--on-board other words with the op sound, using students' own
language experience. Have students look through pp. 1-4 to find,new
or,unknown words, spell them alqud and put them on the board so
we can pronounce them._ Read pp. 1-4 silently, then orally.' Let the
students take the parts of the characters. Discuss character -roles as
good or bad, real or imaginary. Discuss why.

2. Pp. 5-8- Look for nevi words to.spelk and pronoUnce. Read pp. 5-8--
silently. Then break into groups of 5 to dramatize the story, having
each'student read a specific part. Allow time fOr each group to read
the s,tory at leait tWice., Discuss with the whole class the feelings
expressed by the characters. How do you know their feelings and
why do they feel\ that way? Have you ever had the same feelin.gs and
why? Plionicsz words with the lonee sound May be spelled.

3. Reread whole story, pp. 1-8, orally. Involve all students; can be
done as group reading with several children reading the same part
simultaneously. Discnss words that have a similar Meaning, ie.,



Appendix A con t

"hold it" as "wait,a minute" or-"stop." Which things could you,
say different10 SOunds as wot-ds- list on the board. Discuss
why sounds,are said by,characters. Show how comics distinguish
between speech and thought. '

4. Draw a picture of your favorite character. Display pictures after
they are complete. Phonics and Vdord recognition.' Go bac:k through
the story, The Texas Wrecker, pp. 1-8 to make a list of words
containing the long E. sound.

bein! sweetie
besides
windshield

wheelers we -beep three
wheelie -.beat steal see
he leave ' she me

Each' child should ligt at least 10 words.

.-

ill
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Appendix B,r(

JJnit on CoMic'Book
Objective

I. To .use comic books to teach reading inthe.fOurth grade
-

Rationale- Children are motiVated to readcOMIt.beOks

II.. To eSibliah, the habit of readinor pleasure jeiabre, pasttime
,

.r.1

Rationale- If children structure their-time to include'ttme for
reading as a pittime they will continue to do that all
their lives. Much adult reaaing includes ,newapaper and
magazine sXories which provide entertainment-and adventure
rather than information or education.

III. To teach comprehension skills

yoCibulary and word Meaning (the leXicon incomic books inclUdea
wOrds in common usage therefore pvovidng.:'important Words fOrst'Udy)

b. ffigUrativit langUage
c. sequence

e. 'facts or ,fantes5i
.outcomea

drawing_conclusions
. . describing quIllit,ies, emotions, 'motiiies

i. author's point of View
.j. narrative.and'dramatic technique, plot :summary

To 'teach decoding skills'

a. applYing ptiOnetic generpazaeiona tO:decode
using the:contexE in deCoding.:'
..

new words',
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Appendix C

MASTEA OJECTIVES
GRADE if1

A. Locating information- Demonstrate literal skills of comprehension
by locating specified detils. Demostrate interpretative skills of
comprehension by the prvdiction of outcome'

B. Recalliequence of elients- Demonstrate literal. skills in Comprehension
through recalling a sequence of eveuts.

' C. Main idea- Exhibit literal skills in comprehension through
ddentification of the main idea.

D. Figurative language- Demonstrate vocabulary and word meaning
skills in corn:prehension through the use of figurative language.

E. Facts/fantasy- Demonstrate literal skills in comprehension by
distinguishirig between factual and nonfactual elements.

F. Similarities/difierences'- DemonsiraEC literal Skills in comprehension
by describing similarities and differrces in similar subject matter.

G. Drawing coriclUsions'- Dernonstrate interpretative skills in
coMprehension through drawing conclusions from pictorial representations.

H. Drawing inferences- Demonstrate interpretative skills of com-
prehension through drawing specifed inferences.

I. Qualities, emotio ns, motiVes- Demonstrate interpiretative skills
in comprehension through the determination of qualities, motives, or
emotions.

J. Making judgrnents- Demonstrate ::interpretative skills in comprehension
throUgh evaluating or making a judgment.
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